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	Can we ever act freely if everything we do is determined by our genes, our upbringing and our environment? On the other hand, if everything we do isn't determined, is it just a matter of luck what we do? What are the requirements on acting freely: are they easily satisfied by ordinary people so long as they aren't coerced or manipulated or suffering from compulsion, or does acting freely involve requirements that are difficult or impossible to meet? This introduction to the contemporary free will debate explores these questions in a lively and accessible way, with the emphasis on giving readers the intellectual tools to make their own minds up on this important and controversial topic.
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Knowledge-Based Clustering: From Data to Information GranulesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Discover the latest powerful tools in knowledge management
Knowledge-Based Clustering demonstrates how to design navigational platforms that enable information seekers to make sense of and better exploit highly diverse and heterogeneous sets of data. Moving beyond fuzzy clustering, the author shows how the promising new paradigm of...
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The DAM Book: Digital Asset Management for PhotographersO'Reilly, 2009

	
		One of the main concerns for digital photographers today is asset management: how to file, find, protect, and re-use their photos. The best solutions can be found in The DAM Book, our bestselling guide to managing digital images efficiently and effectively.

		

		Anyone who shoots, scans, or stores digital...
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Tomcat: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2003
Tomcat: The Definitive Guide offers  something for everyone who uses Tomcat.  System and network  administrators will find detailed instructions on  installation, configuration, and maintenance. For users, it  supplies insightful information on how to deploy Tomcat. And  seasoned enterprise Java developers will have...
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Reliability-Based Design in Geotechnical Engineering: Computations and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2008

	Reliability-based design is the only engineering methodology currently available which can ensure self-consistency in both physical and probabilistic terms.  It is also uniquely compatible with the theoretical basis underlying other disciplines such as structural design. It is especially relevant as geotechnical design becomes subject to...
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DSLR Cinema: Crafting the Film Look with VideoFocal Press, 2010

	Video-capable DSLR cameras give filmmakers a quality previously impossible without high-end cinema cameras. Exploring the cinematic quality and features offered by hybrid DSLRs, this book empowers the filmmaker to craft visually stunning images inexpensively.


	Learn to think more like a cinematographer than a videographer, whether...
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The BIOS Companion: The book that doesn't come with your motherboard!BookSurge Publishing, 2004
The instructions that turn a PC into a useful machine come in three stages, starting with application programs, which are loaded by an operating system, which in turn is loaded by a bootstrap loader in the BIOS (the Basic Input/Output System). There are several in a PC, a good example being the one on the video card that controls the interface...
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